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Distributed video coding (DVC) offers a number of potential advantages which make it
well-suited for emerging upstream applications. First, it allows for a flexible
partitioning of the complexity between the encoder and decoder. Furthermore, due to its
intrinsic joint source-channel coding framework, DVC is robust to channel errors.
Because it does not rely on a prediction loop, DVC provides codec independent
scalability. DVC is also well-suited for multi-view coding by exploiting correlation
between views without requiring communications between the cameras, which may be
an important architectural advantage. Moreover, multi-view coding is gathering a lot of
interests lately, as it is attractive for a number of applications such as stereoscopic
video, free viewpoint television, multi-view 3D television, or camera networks for
surveillance and monitoring. When compared to mono-view, the main difference in
multi-view DVC is that the Side Information (SI) can be computed not only from
previously decoded frames in the same view, but also from frames in other views. It is
then possible to generate multiple SI using either motion compensated temporal
interpolation or disparity compensated interpolation. The next issue is how to
effectively combine these different predictions. For fusion at the decoder side, the
challenge lies in the difficulty of determining the best predictor. In this talk, we will
introduce some new SI fusion approaches and present performance assessment results.
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